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As the new year rolls in, PrISUm is working hard

to meet deadlines and goals for 2020. We are

looking forward to several exciting events in the

coming months and are continuously devoted to

completing our car precisely and quickly in order

to make these events as successful as possible.

For our first event, we are gearing up to unveil

our car Eliana on June 5th in which we will

showcase our car to sponsors and alumni for the

first time. A month later, we will set out

for races. PrISUm will compete in the Formula

Sun Grand Prix (FSGP), a track race held in

Topeka, Kansas, from July 10-16th. 
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We will then travel on the 17th to

Independence, Missouri for the

American Solar Challenge (ASC).

From July 18th to 25th, we will

compete in ASC as we travel to

Boise, ID, stopping along the way at

various historical sites. We have our

goals set high as we attend these

events. It has been almost two

years since PrISUm participated in a

race. With such a long wait, we

have a strong motivation to put

forth the best performance we can

at these events with Eliana. In

August, we will embark 

 

on our annual out reach campaign, SunRun. We will be ableto share of our successes

through connecting with community supporters and future engineers. Overall, we are

beyond excited to see our years of hard work come into fruition in the upcoming

months. Stay tuned because 2020 will be a great year for PrISUm.

 



Director Updates

Since our last update, the team has been moving ever closer to a finished, functioning

solar car to race at the Formula Sun Grand Prix (FSGP) and the American Solar

Challenge (ASC). This year FSGP will be in Topeka, Kansas at the Heartland

Motorsports Park. The facility features a  2.5-mile racetrack. Heartland Park was the

location of the very first FSGP held in 2000, and we are excited to go back this

Summer. After a week at FSGP, we will enter into a week at ASC. ASC will be starting

in Independence Missouri, about a 90-minute drive from Topeka, Kansas.

 

After the start line, we will be traveling West, visiting places such as the Brown V Board

of Education National Historic Site in Topeka, Kansas, Scotts Bluff National Monument

in Gering, Nebraska, and the National Oregon Trail Center in Montpelier Idaho. After

this week of racing, the team will return to Ames and prepare for our annual outreach

event, SunRun. We are all extremely excited for this summer, and we are working very

hard to get the car done and race ready.

PROJECT DIRECTOR

Brandon Steffensmeier and Michael Holm

The mechanical team has been hard at work with panel attachment and body working.

Over the past few weeks, we have attached our side panels, leading edge, hood, and

roof. As we make this progress, we look forward to a lot of bodyworking in order to

make sure Eliana’s aerodynamics are not compromised and to ensure we have the

best-looking car at FSGP and ASC! We only have the doors and lower part of the roof

to attach left, which we hope to finish within the next week. After everything has been

bodyworked and we are happy with the alignment, we will begin priming the car and

getting ready for the final coat of paint! We cannot wait to show you a good-looking,

completed Eliana!

MECHANICAL DIRECTOR

Mirza Velic



Director Updates

A lot has happened since the last Sundial and most, if not all, of it is very exciting! We

have gotten in at least the first revision of all of our boards and have begun to test our

systems. The whole electrical team has been working very hard to ensure that all the

systems work together in an efficient way so we can get this car moving! The electrical

leadership team recently had a pre-semester meeting to set goals and deadlines.

There was a lot of excitement and determination in the room, and every time I have

come up to our office there are people hard at work.

 

We plan to begin testing all our systems together in mid-February when our “Iron Horse”

is ready to attach all the boards to. This allows us to simulate as if the boards were in

the actual car so we can make sure they work while going through the long and

strenuous drive conditions. Testing our systems this way will help us ensure we can keep

everyone (including the car) safe when we begin driving the car!

 

Last but not least, I would like to thank all of the alumni and industry professionals that

have been helping us along the way. Many of them have given us advice on system

level issues as well as schematic reviews to make sure we are getting things done not

only quickly, but in the correct way. We truly appreciate all of your help!

ELECTRICAL DIRECTOR

Craig Philipp and Ben Kenkel



Director Updates

Business is busy as the semester kicks off! We have been in the process of revamping

some things for the new year. Throughout last semester, our Assistant Project Director

Michael Holm complied a comprehensive sponsor spreadsheet so we can keep better

record of our sponsors and our interactions with them. This has enabled us to set goals

related  to showing appreciation for our team's supporters. Through thank you notes

and social media posts, we are working to demonstrate our immense gratitude.

Additionally, we have been working to utilize our social media pages more effectively

to display the hard work we are putting into Eliana. I have been starting to collaborate

with the Ames Visitor and Conventions Bureau to plan our Unveil event in June and

working on this event is only building the excitement I have for Eliana's progress and

our races this summer!

BUSINESS DIRECTOR

Liz Walters

A majority of my time for the second half of fall semester was focused on training

mechanical and electrical team members to be certified to work in the club shop, in

order to continue further progression on Eliana. Recently, the mechanical team has

been making tremendous progress on the car and has been using a variety of

chemicals in the building process. I have been supporting them by providing proper

documentation for the chemical use and getting my hands slightly dirty by helping on

some workdays. Outside of these duties, I have been attending electrical meetings and

workdays to learn the car’s systems, which is beyond what I typically learn as a

mechanical engineer; however, constructing the battery box for Eliana has both

electrical and mechanical aspects that have required me to work closely with both sub-

teams. I have enjoyed combining both disciplines and challenging myself to gain an

understanding of concepts outside of my major. I look forward to seeing a finished

Eliana!

SAFETY DIRECTOR

Adam Barkema
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Central Iowa
Machine, Co. 

George White - Ames
Joe and LuAnn

Meyers

Thank you to our P15 Partners!
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